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What group did Leslie Winkle ask Leonard to join, in a season one episode? Physics Department Orchestra 
Why does Sheldon knock 3 times? Because of childhood trauma 
What secret did Penny entrust to Sheldon? She never graduated from community 

college 
In the first season's Halloween episode, Penny invited the guys to her costume party. What did all 
four of them originally want to dress up as? 

The Flash 

What is Howard's highest level of education? Masters Degree 
According to Leonard, what was Sheldon's 'kryptonite’? His mother 
What song does Sheldon like to hear when he's sick? Soft Kitty 
When Penny decided to throw a surprise birthday party for Leonard, who had to keep Leonard 
occupied before the party? 

Howard 

What did Penny get Sheldon for Christmas in season two? A napkin signed by Leonard Nimoy 
What did Leonard's Physics Bowl team call themselves? PMS 
How does Sheldon arrange his cereal? According to fiber content 
Why was the elevator out of order for most of the series? Rocket fuel experiment went wrong for 

Leonard 
Which Canadian band plays the theme tune? Barenaked Ladies 
What is Sheldon's nickname from his mother? Shelly 
Which animal stays in Amy's flat for an experiment she is conducting? Monkey 
In the season three episode 'The Cornhusker Vortex', Sheldon gave Leonard lessons on what topic that 
he was surprisingly an expert in? 

Football 

What magazine was Raj honoured by, in the second season? People 
What musical did Penny have a role in, in the first season? Rent 
In season two's 'The Panty Pinata Polarization', Howard and Raj became obsessed with which reality 
TV show? 

America's Next Top Model 

When Howard was preparing to go into space on a NASA mission. Raj suggested that Howard needed a 
'cool astronaut nickname'. What nickname did Howard want? 

Rocket Man 

What is Penny's maiden name? Teller 
In "The Santa Simulation", the guys played a Christmas-themed version of what game? Dungeons & Dragons 
What object is hanging on the back of the door to Sheldon and Leonard's apartment? A dartboard 
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In 'The Lunar Excitation', Howard and Raj submit Sheldon's profile to an online dating site. Who is 
the person that Sheldon meets as a result? 

Amy Farrah Fowler 

Raj had a sister who periodically showed up in Pasadena and had an on/off long distance 
relationship with Leonard. What was her name? 

Priya Koothrappali 

Which two characters got married at the end of Season 5? Howard Wolowitz and Bernadette 
Rostenkowski 

When Professor Proton did a fun science show at Sheldon and Leonard's apartment, what part 
particularly amazed Penny? 

Potato clock 

At Howard's bachelor party, Raj was giving a drunken toast, he revealed some of Howard's past sexual 
shenanigans. One incident was a threesome that Raj and Howard had had with a girl dressed in what 
kind of costume? 

Sailor Moon 

In 'The Indecision Amalgamation', what terribly difficult decision was Sheldon trying to make? Whether to get a PS4 or an XBox One 
When Leonard and Raj hired a prostitute for Howard in Las Vegas, what sort of 'experience' did they 
ask her to provide? 

The Jewish Girlfriend Experience 

What is Raj's father's occupation? Gynaecologist 
What was Howard Wolowitz space nickname? Froot Loops 
What book did Sheldon consult when he was having trouble making friends with Barry Kripke? Stu the Cockatoo is New at the Zoo 
In a season three episode, the guys came to be in possession of a collector's item from the set of which 
films? 

The Lord of the Rings 

Where do Sheldon, Leonard, Howard and Raj all work? The Bridge Physics Building, Caltech 
Raj and Howard spent a lot of money on a 3D printer. Why did they make this purchase? To make action figures of themselves 

 


